Suppose X is the cochain (i.e. linear function) on the linear space of 1-dimensional oriented polyhedral chains in the (x, y)-plane defined on l-simplexes a as follows:
Suppose X is the cochain (i.e. linear function) on the linear space of 1-dimensional oriented polyhedral chains in the (x, y)-plane defined on l-simplexes a as follows:
X-a = I dx if the slope of a is rational, X-o-= 0 otherwise.
Unlikely as it may seem, there exists a differential 1-form w such that X-o~ = J w for each 1-simplex a. In particular, co-a~* is a bounded Hausdorff 1-dimensional measurable function along the line containing <r. Each ¿-dimensional integrable differential form co on Rn, O^k^n, determines a cochain X on the linear space CkRn of all ¿-dimensional oriented polyhedral chains in Rn, namely X-o-= I 0) for each <r£C*ÄB. It is natural to seek conditions on an arbitrary cochain X sufficient to insure the existence of such a corresponding differential form. Such conditions have usually been expressed in terms of continuity hypotheses on X. In [5] it was shown that to each flat cochain and to each sharp cochain there corresponds such a differential form. In [4] it was shown that to each local Li 1-cochain in the plane there corresponds such a 1-form. In this paper we make the observation that the existence of these differential forms as well as the form indicated in the example above follows almost immediately from the assumption of the well ordering principle and the continuum hypothesis. This observation is, in fact, an easy consequence of H. Federer 's remarks on the "sigma-finite" hypothesis of the Radon-Nikodym theorem which will appear in his book on geometric measure theory. It seems useful, however, to make these remarks explicit in this context. Our observation was suggested by, and gives a partial answer to, a problem of H. Whitney [5, p. 327] .
Definitions.
( for Hi almost all xE\A\. The theorem follows.
Remark. Both the integral currents IkRn [3, p. 467 ] and the real numbers R are modules over the ring of integers Z. One verifies easily that each Z module homomorphism X: IkRn-*R which is mass continuous corresponds to a differential form w satisfying (*) for each AQIkRn. There are no non trivial mass continuous Z module homomorphisms X : IkRn-^Z. Remark. Our theorem implies, of course, the existence of a differential form corresponding to each flat cochain [5, p. 156] , each sharp cochain [S, p. 160], and, by an easy extension of our argument, to each local L1 cochain [4, p. 447] . Our result, however, says nothing about the H" measurability of the differential form <i> (unless, of course, ¿ = w); indeed, in our initial example, Fubini's theorem tells us that a cannot be H\ measurable.
